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poisonous military regime brings a co!!,ntry to its knees, 
t both Burmese and international studeit1k 
bat it with a Web stronger than silk and a ~'K. 
I , 
he ammunition of the soldiers, like 
the driving monsoon wind, lashes 
into the crowds of students, monks 
workers as the army finally closes in. 
tanks rev their engines in behind the 
troops, waiting their tum. They 
roll over those who cannot manage to ' 
them and roll through civilians who 
set up homemade barricades in the 
of the capital. The army is eager; 
been holding back since the other 
·~·u .. u::u skirmishes that had taken place in 
and June. But nothing would hold 
back now. 
The crowd shatters and spreads through 
and down alleyways like mercury 
a broken thermometer. One group 
for the city's General Hospital, 
•Hlll<tr•v for sanctuary, but several truckloads 
soldiers follow them there, and forcefully 
the grounds. Hospital staff try to help; 
doctors and nurses intercept the 
military men in an attempt to reason 
them. They are not very persuasive; the 
doctors and three nurses are shot to 
This isn't Tiananmen, it is not even close 
Beijing. It is Burma, August 8, 1988, 
became known as the massacre of 8 I 
ten months before the Chinese 
mt<lssacr·e of students and protestors. 
Considering the magnitude of the massa-
there was scant media attention on 
8. There were no jarring video clips 
guileless men stepping in front of tanks 
CNN. Burma was neither economically 
toorrting, nor fashionable. The Burmese 
never too much trouble either; there 
no antagonism towards, or with, 
rrnr1~1Ca. So the attention was 
l"'·"~''""u to the international section, 
pages into the newspaper, 
tiny dispatches from 
•~-'·""~·-- Ireland and Israel. Occa-
there was a picture. Half-
through 1988, after two 
l>r•Jtesto·r-arm.v skirmishes, The Globe 
Mail published an article, 
lc(:on:tpc:miE~ by a map, just to show 
• vPnror•P where this new trouble 
actually was. Not even when 
estimates started rolling in-3000 
no, 10 000 dead-did the 
make it to the front 
/ 
Unlike the Chinese, though, Burma hasn't / 
boomed after the mayhem. They are still one / 
of the poorest countries in the world. There 
is no boomtown like Shenzhen in Burma, 
nor any new wealth that is not connected to 
the military. There is just the government, 
known as the State Law and Order Restora-
tion Council (SLORC, who like to refer to 
the country as Myanmar), and the people 
they oppress. 
"We're seeing no relief," says Christine 
Harms ton, coordinator of the Ottawa-based 
Canadian Friends of Burma. She sounds 
exhausted after detailing SLORC's new 
hobby; wiping out the tenacious Karen 
minority group, a guerilla force that has 
been holding off the government for 50 
years in the jungles of Burma. Harms ton 
calls it a civil war, and sees the new offen-
sive as SLORC seeking revenge against the 
minority. Fifteen thousand people have fled 
to Thailand. There, the Thais are separating 
the men from their families and attempting 
to repatriate them, handing them right back 
into the hands of SLORC. There are tales of 
human mine sweepers, human porters, and 
not surprisingly, worse human rights 
abuses; gang rapes, beheadings .... 'They 
tend to get worse during an offensive," says 
Harms ton of the abuses. 
Advances are being made, though. Earlier 
this winter PepsiCo decided to withdraw 
their Burmese operation, joining such 
companies as London Fog, Heineken, and 
Carlsburg who had already decided to pull 
out of the country. 
Perhaps there was some altruism behind 
the Pepsi withdraw!, but Harmston has 
some theories of her own. 'The Pepsi 
boycott was called for by ex-patriate Bur-
mese students, and became a world-wide 
boycott. There were letter campaigns, 
demonstrations, shareholder pressure, grass-
roots pressure. But with Pepsi, you have a 
company that relies on the young people, 
and when the young people, their target 
audience, got angry, Pepsi got nervous. The 
students voted through their wallets." 
Harmston and her group were also 
responsible for getting Labatt to abandon 
their operations in Burma. According to 
Harmston, the Canadian Friends of Burma 
initiated the boycott of La batt after it found 
out that Labatt's Ice was being sold in the 
country. 'There were signs all over Burma, 
saying 'Labatt's Ice, Canada's number one 
beer."' 
With cooperation from European human-
rights groups, the activists pressured the 
Belgium-based corporation Interbrew (who 
own Labatt's) to leave Burma. 
"Whenever a company pulls out, it is 
great," says Harms ton, "but we rejoice, and 
move on to the next company." 
Pepsi, on some websites, was a bad word. The Web, an important tool in the struggle between SLORC and pro-
democracy activists, has become the scene 
of accusation and organization; both sides 
have access, and both sides are trying to use 
the new technology to electronically out-do 
the other. 
The better websites are based in the 
Western world, though they are infused by 
the spirit of the Burmese who have man-
aged to escape their country. The pro-
Burmese websites advocate various kinds of 
strategies for protest, give the addresses of 
CEOs of corporations that patronize the 
Myanmar junta, and include the latest news 
from Burma. The Free Burma coalition is a 
1-
'-.!....__ 
prominent one, "an umbrella group of 
organizations around the world working for 
freedom and democracy in Burma." Its 
website, recently nominated for a Robert F. 
Kennedy human rights award, claims that 
the attempt to save Burma from Myanmar is 
the largest human rights campaign in 
cyberspace. 
Those involved with the Free Burma 
Coalition website call themselves spiders, an 
allegory to the Web that they helped to 
build, and occasionally one can read the 
quote "When spiders unite, they can tie 
down a lion." 
Their objectives are two-fold: "To weaken 
the grip of the SLORC by cutting its substan-
tial flow of foreign currency provided by 
multinational corporations such as Total, 
Unocal, Texaco, ARCO and PepsiCo," and 
"to strengthen the position of the democratic 
forces within Burma by building up an 
international movement calling for the end 
of totalitarian rule under SLORC." 
SLORC has a website of its own, which 
describes the status of their country, the 
promise that the future holds and the 
business they want to stimulate. There are 
pictures of tourist attractions, as well as the 
outlines of initiatives which they hope to 
strengthen the country; we are currently in 
Visit Myanmar Year, which lasts until the fall 
of 1997. SLORC does acknowledge 1988, but 
to SLORC, the most important event wasn't 
the massacres, it was tiring economic 
pronouncements: "In 1988, the SLORC 
announced a completely different political 
and economic system and its intention to 
adopt and move towards a more open 
market-oriented economic system." No 
mention was made of the deaths. 
continues on 4 
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Editorial 
As women we have a shared connection that reaches through all the different groups that we are a 
part of. Remember that there is no group that we are not a part of and that we are half of every 
liberation group there is. Women's history has been invisible, still there is an unlimited list of 
women who've fo:Jght for all liberation issues. These are the women who have proudly and powerfully 
stood for discovering new roles and supporting brand new brilliant thinking for all women. We have 
consistently suppressed our physical selves, and our economic and political power. 
Our general liberation issues are that we are not treated well amongst ourselves and by men. It 
is useful to realize that we need to reclaim our past for the strength, intelligence and inven-
tiveness in the entire history of women the world over. The reason exploitation and oppression 
exists is the economic system that is presently in place and is not because of inherent differ-
ences common to all groups. Oppression is defined as systematic mistreatment of one group of 
people by another and this is okayed by the community that surrounds it. 
We are brilliant, loving, creative, cooperative and powerful women. Anything else that says 
otherwise is because of the ways that we have all been deeply hurt . To believe in anything else 
than our excellent and complete selves is to buy into t.he paggage handed to us from without. We, 
as women, need to try to keep from letting the negative outlook we have of ourselves from being 
used against each other. This is something that can happen as we take full responsibility for our 
lives.~nderstanding that we don't need to fight over the limited amount of resources because we 
are each other's resources. Men are not the enemy. We will not be able to be fully ourselves if we 
insist on ensuring that men are kept at a distance and kept from taking part in supporting our 
liberation issues. It is not the fault of the men that we are not treated well by them. Their 
incorrect behaviours, ideas and attitudes are put on them by the society we all live in. Men are 
the instruments of oppression that all women face, not the oppressors. Naturally, they are our 
allies, our advocates, the ones who will support us in any endeavour without taking over for us. 
We need to realize that we want to make men our friends . And reach out to them so they can lend 
their assistance to cheer us on while we work on our liberation. We expect them to rightfully take 
full pride in their complete humanness without exception. So, keep in mind that the sky is not the 
limit for whatever we decide we, women, want to do and that we do not need to settle for less than 
absolutely everything. We choose to remember that the whole world is ours and that we need never 
to be alone in figuring it out and making it just right.~ 
............. lenen 
Gustatsen Success: 
I am writing to thank you for, 
among other things, running the 
articles by Doug Whitlow on the 
Gustafsen Lake trial . The Other 
Press is the only place where I've 
seen updates of the trial, perhaps 
other newspapers or news broad-
casts have done the same but I 
haven't seen them doing it. 
It is terrible that the RCMP may 
have been lying under oath. How 
do they expect ordinary citizens to 
obey an oath if police officers are 
seen to lie? 
I believe that the "mainstream 
press" may have been showing a 
bias in favour of the police, in the 
sense that the police view seemed 
to be the only one reported. 
Anyway, thanks Doug for 
keeping us informed about the 
trial. 
Sincerely, 
Patrick Longworth 
Response to liWe 
Sisters: 
This prosex, radical, Marxist, 
Rousseauarian, feminist read (with 
great interest) the article 
"'Naughty' books still seized" by 
Andrew Carroll in the February 
lOth, 1997 issue of The Other Press. 
What Carroll said regarding 
Canada Customs seizing books it 
thinks is 'obscene" is correct, but 
he did no tell the whole "obscene" 
story (probably due to lack of time 
and space), which are the same 
reasons why I cannot tell the whole 
"obscene" story, but I can inform 
the public about the fact (contrary 
to Justice smith's false ruling) that 
every time Canada Customs and 
Canada Post censor freedom of the 
press, speech, expression, opinion, 
th. * &lief Press 
1020-700 Royal Avenue 
New Westminster, BC 
V3L5B2 
Phone 525-3542 
Fax 527-5095 
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thought, and belief they are 
violating the following national 
and international laws" Section 2 
of The Canada Charter of Rights 
and Freedoms and the Canada 
Constitution (which is the supreme 
law of Canada), Article 1 of the 
International Covenant on Civil 
and Political Rights, and Article 1 
of the Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights: United Nations 
Charter Preamble. 
Besides being censored, freedom 
of the press, speech, expression, 
opinion, thought, and belief 
contains a double standard , which 
is definitely unconstitutionally, 
because some incendiary speech is 
more equal than other incendiary 
speech. For example, pornographic 
("obscene") speech is outlawed in 
Canada (which is why Little Sisters 
was prosecuted by the Crown) and 
the United States, under the 
obscenity laws, but most hate and 
violent speech is legal. However, 
the legal definition of "obscene" is 
too vague and subjective. The 
Dictionary of Canadian Law, written 
by Dukelow and Nuse, defines 
obscene as follows: 
Any publication whose domi-
nant characteristic is the undue 
exploitation of sex, or of sex and 
any one or more of the following 
subjects, namely: crime, horror, 
cruelty, and violence shall be 
deemed obscene (1995, 821). 
What constitutes undue exploita-
tion of sex? Undue exploitation of 
sex has many interpretations. To 
impose one interpretation of 
undue exploitation of !>ex on the 
public clearly violates the public's 
constitutional rights because 
undue exploitation sex is a matter 
of opinion. Opinions cannot be 
legislated. 
What is "obscene" speech? 
Obscene speech was defined by the 
The Other Press is Douglas College's 
autonomous student newspaper. We have 
been publishing since 1976. The Other Press is 
run as a non-hierarchical collective. 
The OP publishes every week during this 
semester- we felt like we needed the 
change-and monthly (as a magazine) during 
the summer 
We receive our funding from a student levy 
collected every semester at registration, and 
from local and national advertising revenue. 
The Other Press is a member of Canadian 
University Press, a cooperative of student 
newspapers from across Canada. We claim to 
adhere to CUP's Statement of Common 
Principles and Code of Ethics. The Other 
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Supreme Court of Canada in R. v. 
Butler, 1992, as being any speech 
that subordinates or degrades 
women. first of all, no speech 
subordinates or degrades me (I am 
a heterosexual woman) because I 
truly believe and unconditionally 
support freedom of speech! In 
other words, what the Supreme 
Court of Canada thinks regarding 
speech that subordinates or 
degrades women is vague and 
subjective. Therefore, the Supreme 
Court of Canada has violated some 
of its own criteria because in R. v. 
Oakes, 1985, the Supreme Court of 
Canada outlined its criteria that 
challenged legislation must pass. 
However, Canada's obscenity laws 
fail to pass the Supreme Court of 
Canada's criteria: 
1. Sufficiently important objec-
tive. The law must pursue an 
objective that is sufficiently 
important to justifY limiting a 
Charter right. 
2. Rational connection: The law 
must be rationally connected to the 
objective. 
3. Least dramatic means: The law 
must impair the right no more than 
is necessary to accomplish the 
objective. 
4. Proportionate effect: The law 
must not have a disproportionate 
severe effect on the persons to 
whom it applies (cited in Hogg, 
1992; 17-35. 
Canada's obscenity laws fail to 
pass the Supreme Court of Cana-
da's criteria in R. v. Oakes because 
the state did not use the "least 
dramatic means" to accomplish its 
law enforcement. First of all, 
Canada Customs and Canada Post 
seized "obscene" books before the 
fact. Whatever happened to 
"innocent until proven [beyond a 
reasonable doubt] guilty (which is 
entrenched in section 11 (d) of the 
Press reserves the right to chOO&e what to 
publish, and what not to publish. We don't 
publish anything racist, sexist or homophobic. If 
you have any quibbles with what we choose, 
maybe you should get your lazy butt down here 
and help. 
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Canada Constitution)? 
Moreover, Canada's obscenity 
laws fail to include men. What 
about speech that subordinates or 
degrades men? Some men may 
find "obscene" speech subordinat-
ing or degrading; what about 
men's rights? 
In Conclusion, Canada's obscen-
ity laws are completely flawed and 
false because their premises do not 
support their conclusions .... 
Ummm .. 
Sincerely, 
Linda Meyer 
I am writing this letter for two 
purposes: to inform others and to 
take action for myself. Recently 
someone, a male, leveled an 
accusation against me in the most 
insidious way. This person, either 
maliciously or mistakenly, accused 
me of a serious type of offense 
which I was l!Qtguilty of. Why 
should anyone care about my 
misfortune? I believe people 
should care because my situation 
proves that not one person is 
immune to the possibility of being 
wrongfully charged of an offense. 
In other words, what happened to 
me could happen to anyone. 
On the day in question, I was at 
college to attend classes. At one 
point, I went to the washroom on 
the second floor. As I was exiting, I 
bumped into a security guard who 
was followed in by another IIlflle. 
At the time I wondered why the 
guard was going in there but I had 
no idea of what was to follow. 
I made my way towards the 
book store and was coming down 
the stairs when the same guard 
accosted me. He asked me if I was 
a student, to which I replied that I 
am. He then requested my student 
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id which I handed to him. Being a 
security guard myself and believ-
ing that I was undergoing a 
random check, I cooperated fully 
with him. He asked me to come 
over to the south-west corner of 
the first floor entrance and when 
we were there, proceeded to ad vis 
me that someone had accused me 
of masturbating in a public place. 
I was shocked by the accusation as 
I am a person who does his best to 
act in a responsible manner. I am 
not the kind of person who would 
perform sexual acts in public 
places. 
The guard finished taking the 
information I gave him and left me 
there at the entrance. I don't know 
how many people were watching 
the guard talk to me but one of 
them approached me afterwards. 
She wanted to know what had 
gone on and to the best of my 
recollection I told her but in vague 
terms. I was very embarrassed 
first of all by the accusation leveled 
at me and by the fact that other 
people had witnessed my ques-
tioning. (If you should wonder, I 
do not hate the guard who ques-
tioned me as he was simply doing 
his job but more on that later). 
After the young woman departed, 
I went to the book store and made 
some purchases, still somewhat 
dazed by what had happened. 
Once I came out, I headed up to 
the security booth to challenge the 
guard on his handling of the 
matter and the fact that he had 
questioned me publicly rather than 
privately. His response was that 
another guard was busy with an 
emergency and he'd had no option 
but to question me there as he 
wasn't sure that I wouldn't run off 
and leave him to fill out reports. 
I felt that he had failed to show 
letters continue on page 4 
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News 
Pepsi pulling out of Burma is a partial victory 
by !della Sturino pressure. He speculates that US 
politics were as much of an 
impetus for the decision as con-
sumer activist movements. 
Montreal (CUP)-After years of boycotts and consumer activist campaigns 
around the world, PepsiCo has bowed to pressure and announced its complete 
withdrawal from Burma~ 
T he January 28 announce ment came almost a year after the company's decision 
last April to sell its 40% stake in its 
Burmese franchise bottler, Pepsi 
Cola Products Myanmar. But since 
then, PepsiCo has continued to 
supply the bottler with syrup for 
its soft drinks. 
Now, PepsiCo has stated that it 
has severed its ties with the bottler, 
which will end production and 
distribution of Pepsi products as of 
May 31, 1997. 
The $30-billion beverage and 
food giant's decision came as a 
surprise to activists who have been 
working to pressure the company 
to withdraw from the country. 
Burma is ruled by a military 
dictatorship that has repressed 
ethnic minorities and the pro-
democracy movement since it 
seized power in 1988. 
PepsiCo explained its decision in 
terms of wishing to comply with 
the "spirit" of American foreign 
policy, which has recently taken a 
hard line on the Burmese dictator-
ship. 
In early February, US Secretary 
of State Madeleine Albright 
condemned the State Law and 
Order Restoration Council 
(SLORC) for its repression of anti-
government student movements 
and other opposition in the 
country. 
The SLORC has also been 
condemned by the US Department 
of State, the United Nations and a 
host of international human rights 
organizations. 
As well, Nobel Peace Prize 
laureate Daw Aung San Suu Kyi, 
recognized as the leader of Bur-
continued from cover 
The irony of the situation is that 
though the groups are using 
websites to further their disparate 
causes, the subject of their debate 
is technologically rather behind. 
One chunk of hypertext on the 
Myanmar webpage concerns 
Rangoon (Yangon), the capital of 
four million: "Yangon city tel-
ephone numbering changing to 6 
digits." This doesn't mean that 
you'll be able to email your 
Burmese uncle and aunt anytime 
soon, though. When you purchase 
a modem in the Rangoon equiva-
lent of Future Shop, you get a free 
seven-year prison sentence. 
T he next target is Big Oil. Unical and Total have now become the targets of the 
surfers and protestors. 
California-based Unical and the 
French company Total are, with the 
cooperation and anticipation of 
both SLORC and the Thai govern-
ment, building a $1-billion pipeline 
rna's popular democracy move-
ment, has become the centre of 
international attention since being 
placed under house arrest in 1989. 
Her party, the National League 
for Democracy, won the majority of 
legislative seats in the 1990 
This sentiment is echoed by Alex 
Mirkich, co-chair of McGill's 
Financial Ethics Research Commit-
tee. Mirkich points to sanction laws 
in the US which, similar to those 
passed against South Africa during 
the anti-apartheid movement in 
the 1980s, prevent a city or state 
Such battles have taken place 
at several Canadian universities 
including McGill and Carleton, 
and more importantly, students 
at large American schools have 
joined the fight. 
from entering into 
contracts with busi-
nesses involved in 
Burma. 
He and others view 
these laws as part of 
the motivation behind 
PepsiCo's decision. 
Sanction laws against 
Burma were passed by 
almost a dozen 
elections, but the results were 
nullified by the SLORC. 
Students have played a large role 
in the Pepsi boycott-often 
fighting the company when it tried 
to sign contracts with university 
administrators. Such battles have 
taken place at several Canadian 
universities including McGill and 
Carleton, and more importantly, 
students at large American schools 
have joined the fight. 
Last April, Harvard killed a $1 
million deal with Pepsi over the 
company's Burma holdings. 
Stanford University blocked a Taco 
Bell-which is owned by 
PepsiCo-from opening a campus 
outlet after 2000 students signed a 
petition denouncing the company. 
But whether PepsiCo's recent 
decision was a bow to consumer 
pressure or US foreign policy 
remains unclear. 
John Sallenave, of the Quebec 
Public Interest Research Group, 
doubts the decision came simply in 
response to international student 
across the Thai-Burmese ithsmus, 
from the Andaman Sea to the Gulf 
of Thailand. There have been 
reports of forced labour and 
relocation. Harms ton says, "People 
have died because of this." 
This past December was witness 
to more student-led riots in Burma. 
They were campaigning for the 
right to be able to form a student 
union. The state stopped them 
once again, this time with more 
restraint. That is, if they did kill 
protestors, they did it inconspicu-
ously. 
One of the ways SLORC has 
prevented any demonstrations, 
according to Christine Harms ton, 
was to close all schools 
indefinately. "Open schools are 
grounds for student organization," 
says Harmston, "but, they are 
ruining the education of future 
generations." 
Harmston visited Burma last 
year for three weeks, and managed 
to meet the leader of the opposi-
American cities, as well as the state 
of Massachusetts. 
But Sallenave said that the pull-
out represents an impressive 
victory, regardless of the motiva-
tion behind it. He added that, at 
The elusive War 
Chief Ernie takes 
the stand 
by Doug Whitlow 
The last week of February began with George Wool calling civilian members of 
the RCMP to the witness stand. 
The first witness was a dispatcher. 
She was on duty the morning of 
August 18, 1995 when Percy 
Rosette called in to report 
camoflaged armed men surround-
ing the camp at the lake. The 
disp!ltcher told the court that she 
immediately phoned her boss, 
Constable Tassell, at his residence 
and was ordered to do nothing. 
Tassell told her that there was an 
Emergency Response Team in the 
area and everything was under 
control. 
tion and Nobel Peace Prize Winner 
Aung San Suu Kyi. She also 
attended some of Suu Kyi's 
weekend rallies in downtown 
Rangoon, now banned since the 
December demonstrations. "Ten 
thousand people shouting her 
name; I can't describe the feeling." 
As for The Lady herself, "She 
was wonderful," says Harmston, 
"but it was just as nice to meet the 
average person on the street. I met 
least in part, it can be seen as the 
result of the boycott and other 
consumer pressure. 
"It's an inspiration to human 
rights groups and student move-
ments that their efforts aren't 
futile," Sallenave said. 
Such feelings of victory were 
reiterated by other groups in-
volved in pressure against the 
SLORC. The message on the 
Canadian Friends of Burma's 
answering machine last week 
asked callers to "please join us in 
rejoicing PepsiCo's complete 
withdrawal." 
But for groups like the Canadian 
Friends of Burma, the work to 
support Burma's democracy 
movement is far from over. 
''What Pepsi's withdrawal does 
is sharpen the energy to deal with 
those people still doing business in 
Burma," said Penny Sanger of the 
Ottawa-based group. She points to 
Canadian-based companies like 
Seagram's and NovaGas, which 
have either direct or indirect 
connections to Burma, as the target 
This testimony from the civilian 
member was contrary to every-
thing the court had heard from the 
RCMP prior to her taking the 
stand, and appears to support 
George Wool's statement that 
certain RCMP officers had lied 
while on the witness stand. 
The next witness to appear was 
Danny Ford, a maintenance 
foreman from the Adams Lake 
Indian Band. Mr. Ford had been 
called to the home of William Jones 
Ignace (Wolverine) on August 17, 
1995 to clean out a septic tank for 
Mr. Ignace. The date was signifi-
cant; it put Wolverine, Joseph (Jo-
Jo) and Flo Sampson all at home 
and not at the camp at the time 
when one of them was supposed to 
have taken a shot at a Mountie. 
On Wednseday, February 26, 
after much speculation and two 
attempts on his life, the elusive 
Ernie Archie took the stand. Mr. 
students who had been tortured, 
and were going right back to their 
work." In such an oppressed 
society, the work that the students 
do is important, but difficult. Often 
the mere administration of an 
office and attending the Suu Kyi 
rallies, are the only things the 
protestors can do. "It's very, very 
restricted." 
"This is a country where we can 
take action," Harmston concludes, 
of future awareness campaigns. 
Larry Dohrs of the Free Burma 
Coalition in the US also sees 
Pepsi's withdrawal from Burma as 
a significant sign of an 
"unstoppable movement." The 
Coalition, which has worked to 
raise awareness about businesses 
involved in Burma, has referred to 
the country as the "South Africa of 
the '90s." 
Now that Pepsi has withdrawn, 
Dohrs says, the Coalition will 
likely focus on oil companies such 
as Unocal and Total, which are 
partners with the Burmese regime 
in a large-scale project to pipe 
natural gas into Thailand. 
Dohrs adds that he hopes 
PepsiCo's decision will serve as a 
"red flag" to other companies still 
involved in Burma. 
PepsiCo is the latest company to 
withdraw from Burma among a 
growing list, including Walt 
Disney, Heineken, Carlsburg, Liz 
Claiborne, Eddie Bauer, J. Crew 
and Apple Computer. (> 
Archie had been the First Nations 
War Chief at the camp in the 
summer of 1995, and admitted to 
owning some of the guns found 
after the surrender in September 
1995. Archie appeared very 
nervous as he gave testimony and 
appeared confused much of the 
time. His name had came up many 
times in previous testimony 
regarding the use of police inform-
ants and Archie was not charged 
along with the others; adding fuel 
to allegations of his being an 
informant. 
War Chief Ernie will be back on 
the stand next week as will the 
recently convicted Mr. Bruce Clark 
who is scheduled to appear on 
Thursday, March 6. Attorney 
General, Ujal Dosanjh, has retained 
counsel and is reported to be 
prepared to fight.rather than 
appear as a "hostile" witness. ~ 
"It's time to get tough. It is a test 
case for (Foreign Affairs Minister) 
Axworthy." 
The next few months will see 
who exactly is better equipped to 
take action against the regime; the 
governments of first world nations 
or a loose collection of spiders 
united by webs of telephone cord, 
hovering over their computers in 
the blinking light of the modem.(> 
Letters 
letters confined from page 2 
any respect for my feelings and 
therefore I gave up trying to talk to 
him. 
I went and talked to a person 
whom I respect very much and she 
advised that I see a harassment 
counselor and even made the call 
for me. I saw the counselor and 
talked to him about the incident. 
He was as helpful as possible, 
listened to what I was saying and 
offered to act on my behalf. What 
was the final outcome? Well, the 
counselor told me that the guard 
had apologized for the way he'd 
handled the matter and that there 
would lfe no report on the incident. 
As for my accuser, he is still out 
there, still anonymous and prob-
ably has not received any punish-
ment or feedback for his actions. Is 
he a malicious person by nature or 
just someone who "misinter-
preted" what I was doing when I 
was "answering the call of nature" 
at the urinal? 
Many days later, I still feel some 
bitterness and anger towards my 
accuser. Having been through this 
experience, I know what it is like to 
be accused of a crime when 
innocent of that crime. I only hope 
nobody else in the college goes 
through what I have gone through. 
To my accuser, if you made your 
accusation in "good faith" and not 
maliciously, I hope you learn that 
you wrongfully accused me and 
that you should be more careful in 
future when making such accusa-
tions. However, if I am right in 
thinking that you accused me 
maliciously, I suggest that you may 
get yourself in serious trouble next 
time that you wrongfully accuse 
someone. If I had been the guard 
taking your complaint, you would 
end up facing charges of mischief 
and/or a law suit! 
Sincerely, 
PL 
Could the Other Press once again 
publish the Thank you I Tribute to 
volunteers as noted below in your 
next issue to be published? Many 
of the 81 volunteers listed below 
are Douglas College students. They 
collectively are helping approxi-
mately 100 ESL students enrolled 
at Douglas College. 
I appreciate the willingness of 
the OP in the past to allow me to 
publicly recognize and thank the 
many dedicated volunteers in the 
Language Partner Program. 
Thank you. 
Lani Hyde 
Language & Cultural 
Assistant 
ESL/International 
Education 
Douglas College Language 
Partner Program Tribute to 
Volunteers 
Winter 1997 
10 semesters (5 years) 
Patrick Longworth 
9 semesters (4.5 years). 
Gordon Roberts 
8 semesters (4 years) 
Hiroshi Yasuoka 
7 semesters (3.5 years) 
Margaret Cope 
Allan Louie 
Nimali Wijayanayake 
6 semesters (3 years) 
TimArinobu 
Ralph Mills 
5 semesters (2.5 years) 
Nicole Duffield 
Scotty Harris 
Shiun Lee 
Cary Wong 
4 semesters (2 years) 
Naomi Boquski 
JasonMak 
Ampy Tercias 
Myrle Westervelt 
Diane Wiesner 
GwenyWong 
3 semesters (1.5 years) 
Jack Chau 
LannyChau 
Nathan Jacobson 
Jennie Johns 
Karen Langley 
Jason Lau 
Daniel Le Van 
Chris Zuk 
Second semester 
Greg Bedford 
Aaron Louis Burna 
Mercy Calixterio 
Jody Carter 
Rob Han 
Toni Jones 
Marilyn Kitteringham 
Tuan Le 
Britt Leggett 
Christina MacVicar 
Jennifer Mak 
Kingsley Mok 
Michael Pierre 
Annabelle Rivera 
Michael Soliven 
Patricia Tracey 
Davi.d La1n 
International Women's oav at David lam 
Hi! Guess the big question on Wenlido at 1pm and stay for just give me a call and let me 
everyone's mind is "What's going 'Starting your own business' at 2. know! 
on March 6 at the David Lam At 3pm, we have a presentation on Food and beverages will be 
Campus for International Women's the 'Hisory of Women.' We provided in the Women's Centre 
Day?" Well, I guess I'm here to tell conclude the day with the movie all day, so drop in whenever you 
you! "Boys on the Side," showing down get the chance! 
We start at 9am in the Lecture in the Lecture Theatre at 4pm. On another issue, if you would 
Theatre-room a1470-(beside the If you have any poetry, stories or like the Women's Centres at David 
Registrar's office) with a self- readings you would like to present, Lam and Thomas Haney to be 
defense demonstration, continuing rA open more than once a week, come 
at 10 with Anti-stalking Laws. We (rl to any Student Society office and 
continue in the Lecture Theatre ~ -.i;, ~ sign a letter saying so! 
atllwithWomen's ~ .....___.... :+~ ' Thanks, 
EqualityRepresenta- ~-:::>-,../, ~\.'A' ~ Laura Selman 
tion-or you could spend r 'J ' 
this hour at the Women's co .LJ0Ufi Women's Liason, 
Centre Open House. At 12 Douglas College 
we have 'Women in the Student Society, 
Police Force,' in the David Lam 
Lecture Theatre as 
well. We then move 
to the Boardroom 
(b3011) for a 
wake-up of 
4 March 4, 1997 The Other Press 
Campus. 
Grace Wei 
Myrle Westervelt 
Kevin Westwood 
Daisy Wong 
First Semester 
Emerald Amin 
Jocelyn Bellen 
Cheryl Chiu 
Eric Doherty 
Pat Ethier 
Carmen Gatan 
Alexander Guy 
Kathy Handley 
Patrick Hermerka 
Andy Hickey 
Liz Hicks 
OllyHolmes 
Sylvia Hou 
Manuel Juan 
Jeannie Kim 
Maria Kuikka 
VivianKwok 
Peter Lambropoulos 
Jim Lavoie 
Jenny Lee 
Patrick Sang Ho Lim 
David Low 
Mayette Ostonal 
Ami Palmer 
Marc Remedios 
Marta Rogic 
Sital Sachideva 
Maria Siglos 
Tammy Stainer 
Mr. Talwar 
Aris Tan 
Gershon Tan 
Caroline Wong 
Enrique Wong 
Wendy Wong 
Thank you for your dedication to the 
Language Partner Program! 
------------shonncnon 
Missing Link 
A t about four thirty she describe. It was not the kind of unlocked the door to her pain that you feel after someone apartment and struggled has broken your heart, nor what 
to keep everything in her arms. As she imagined a heart attack to feel 
always, she had her attache in her like ... this was different. She only 
left hand and her navy blue knew that it hurt. The kettle began 
overcoat thrown over her left arm. to whistle and shocked her out of 
In her right arm she was carrying her thoughts. She left the un-
today's newspaper, a scattered opened envelope on the table and 
bundle of mail, and a grocery bag. went to make her tea. 
Louise dumped everything onto Standing in the kitchen, she 
the hall table and turned on the sipped her hot tea and stared at the 
light. She hung up her coat, took letter. She was not saddened by the 
off her shoes and continued to the letter, nor did it frighten her. She 
kitchen with the rest of her pack- was excited to receive it, yet leery 
ages. to open it. 
While waiting for the kettle to With her tea in hand, she left the 
boiled, she sorted through her kitchen, grabbed the letter from the 
mail. Bills, flyers, an invitation to table, and retired to the living 
gallery opening ... Then she noticed room. Curling up on the couch, she 
an envelope with unusual hand- pulled a blanket up over her legs 
writing-handwriting she had not and continued to stare at her letter. 
seen in years. It had been so long Finally, she felt enough at ease to 
she hardly recognized it. She sat open the letter. She set her tea 
down at the kitchen table and held down on a brass plated coaster on 
the envelope in her hands. She the coffee table and carefully 
turned it over and over, running pulled the flap up from the 
her delicate fingers along the envelope. She pulled out the letter 
smooth surface. She felt a strange and slowly began to read. 
ache in her heart that she could not 'Missing Link' continues next week 
r-------------------~ I ]ezebel will be back next week with the third, and final, I 
installment in her 'Travelling Without Moving' series . .I ·----------------~--
February report 
Stuff happens at David Lam 
by Max Phoenix 
Y ou asked for it, and now you've got it. A free phone was installed on Wednes-
day, February 5. And even though 
it's not wheelchair accessible our 
thanks still go out to our David 
Lam Student Society for getting it 
to us, and to Building Services 
Workers for setting it up. This new 
phone is located across from the 
Student Society office in the 
atrium. What will our Student 
Society do next? A ten cents 
photocopier? A fax machine? 
Only time will tell. 
Hotel and Restaurant Manage-
ment had their dinner on Friday, 
February 7. So look in this paper 
for updates on when the next one 
will be. 
Measles immunization was done 
at David Lam on Tuesday, Febru-
ary 18. Volunteers helped out for 
two long shifts and it seems to 
have gone well. Everyone is still 
alive. 
A portable basketball hoop, with 
thanks from the New West sport 
department, is coming soon. As 
soon as supports are placed in, 
David Lam basketball fans will be 
able to play blacktop b-ball. 
Do you need a place to study? A 
real place to study, not the library? 
Well, three weeks ago, a study area 
mystically appeared. One day, 
there was nothing there and then 
there they were. This area is on the 
third floor, on the A side of the 
building. There are comfortable 
couches and tables; to do work on 
and to socialize. Believe it or not. 
Stranger things have happened. 
On a last note, David Lam finally 
has a Safe Walk coordinator. Two 
applicants were brought to a hiring 
committee and Michael Pierre was 
hired for the position. An interview 
with the new coordinator is 
coming to an OP near you.(> 
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'1 feel like I've been abandoned by the 
system," claims one young single mother of 
two enrolled at Douglas College. "People 
working in social services don't seem to 
realize much about how the student loan 
process works." Attending Douglas is this 
mom's second attempt to educate herself 
and get off of welfare. "Last time I got a 
certificate in business administration as a 
legal secretary. It took me about a year to 
"more emergency hospital visits," and are 
more likely to be diagnosed as having 
moderately severe diagnoses than children 
in two parent families. 
Mother-headed families contend with a 
lot. When you think about it, leaving the 
safety of welfare, and maintaining the 
"status quo," takes a lot of guts. Yet many 
women are trying to educate themselves off 
the system. That women are actually 
functioning, let alone succeeding, in the face 
lit doesn't matter if you have one child or five children-you'll get the same amount. 
realize this job isn't going to get me off the 
system. I still needed to be subsidized in 
medical, daycare, and shelter." 
Local social services supervisor Nora 
Thompson confirmed, "Students are not 
eligible for assistance; their loan money is 
supposed to cover all of their expenses while 
they are attending school." Ms. Thompson 
was unaware that Canada and BC Student 
Loans have a maximum loan amount: 
$13 090. If you are a single parent you will 
usually get the maximum. It doesn't matter 
if you have one child or five children-
you'll get the same amount. 
If you are one of the brave who takes the 
plunge from welfare mom to student, 
Welfare closes your file. You lose all benefits, 
including your medical and dental benefits. 
While lack of funding is a major source of 
stress facing most students, it is only one 
stress factor among many. Single parents are 
especially vulnerable. Aside from general 
selfcare and maintaining grades, single 
parents have to cook, clean, and maintain 
their children as well. Stats Canada reports 
that "female lone parents with at least one 
child under five report an average of seven 
hours sleep and 1.3 hours free time" per day, 
this includes time for hygiene and other 
personal care. 
Single parents also have to deal with child 
care. Student parents are still eligible for day 
care subsidy, but according to our source, 
"It's never covered more than two thirds of 
my child care expenses. And when your kid 
gets sick, day care doesn't want them there, 
so you have to look for alternative arrange-
ments." 
According to one recent study of single 
parents in Canada, "after financial difficul-
ties, housing [is) the most serious problem 
facing lone parent families; lone parent 
families [are) housed in the poorest accom-
modations and in the least desirable locali-
ties." A study in Great Britain revealed that 
single parent families are over-represented 
in their homeless population-accounting 
for40%. 
Studies of Canadian hospital records show 
that children of unmarried mothers average 
of such tremendous obstacles is testament to 
female stamina and resourcefulness. 
So what happens if the money runs out? 
According to Social Services you have to 
demonstrate extreme hardship. This entails 
attending an orientation for new recipients, 
or receiving a home visit from a social 
worker. You'll need last year's income tax 
return, all your loan documents, your last 
three months' bank statements, rent and 
Hydro receipts. You'll also need to account 
for every dime of your loan with an exten-
sive list of how the money w~s spent, and a 
statement from Canada Student Loans 
saying they won't give you any more 
money. All that still doesn't guarantee 
assistance. 
It's a long and stressful process, especially 
if you're asking for assistance during finals 
or midterms. Chances are you'll be turned 
down. According to Nora Thompson, "You 
can always appeal." But that means tribu-
nals, more paperwork and more time spent 
away from studies-and kids. Thompson 
says, "I was a single mom too. I worked two 
jobs. It took me seven years to get my 
degree. I'm not unsympathetic. If a single 
mom who is a student comes through my 
office, she is better off trying to contact me 
directly before attempting an appeal. I'll do 
what I can." 
The Douglas Financial Aid office "likes 
single moms," according to one officer. If 
you find yourself stuck, the Financial Aid 
Office is a good place to start on your quest 
for help. BC Benefits also has an office at 
Douglas. Many of their peer advisors and 
counsellors are familiar with the bureau-
cratic processes involved in getting a little 
extra help. 
If you happen to be a single parent in the 
middle of a financial crisis, remember no 
one likes the present system, but it's the only 
one we've got. No one, not even the most 
heartless social worker, wants to see you fail. 
As Douglas counsellor Martha Entin would 
say, "Reach out," and keep reaching out 
until you get the help you need. Educating 
yourself off the system is the only real way 
out of poverty. IP 
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A look at the exhibition of photographs and collages by 
BC Women from the 199~--NGO ,Forum.& Beijing 
Conference. By Sam McDonough. 
Y ott'enter a huge arena, and as you make your way to your seat, your eyes meet others. 
The people who greet you are 
mostly new faces. All are welcom-
ing. You look around and see 
smiles, hugs and kisses. You feel 
connected, special, significant. As 
you sit down you find a white 
scarf on your seat. The scarf is 
hand-painted with a beautiful 
inscription that welcomes you. 
Suddenly the energy in the arena 
becomes electric and you begin 
waving your scarf in the air. 
Looking around, you see hundreds 
and thousands of other scarves 
wildly flailing in the air in unison. 
Then the crowd unleashes shouts, 
whoops, cheers and yells. The 
feeling is instantaneous and 
electric, sending sparks up your 
spine. You now feel the power and 
importance of solidarity. 
This was the scene as 30 000 
women came together at the 
opening ceremonies for the UN 
Conference on Women. Hosted by 
Beijing, China, it ran from Septem-
ber 4 to 15, 1995. Canada was 
represented along with 165 other 
countries. 
As part of the celebration of the 
spirit of this important event in 
women's history, the Burnaby Art 
Gallery is now displaying an 
exhibit entitled Through Women's 
Eyes. The exhibit is a pictorial 
history of Beijing '95, all the faces, 
expressions and energy captured 
by the cameras of women who 
attended the conference. There are 
45 pictures each with their own 
story. In addition to the photo 
exhibit, there is a research room 
filled with literature on the 
conference. As well, you are 
welcome to sit and watch two 
videos, one on the forum itself, the 
other about the journey to Beijing 
by some Canadian delegates via a 
peace train. 
The exhibit is beautifully laid 
out and invites you to really find 
out more about the conference 
itself and its impact on Canada, as 
well as the rest of the world. The 
exhibit indicates that the real meat 
of the conference wasn't the 
official UN conference, but the 
NCO, the Non-Governmental 
Observers group. Within the NCO, 
there was considerable anger and 
disappointment in how they were 
treated. The accommodations were 
terrible. Most of the women stayed 
in tents set up in muddy and dirty 
conditions. This contrasts with the 
officials, who were holding the 
"real" conference miles away in 
luxury accommodations. What is 
interesting to note is which people 
were valued more at this confer-
ence. Whose voices were being 
heard? Media coverage of the NCO 
was minimal; it concentrated more 
on the "official" side of the confer-
ence. With the cost of transporta-
tion to Beijing being incredibly 
high, many women throughout the 
world could either not afford to 
attend, or could not get sponsored 
by their governments. So we find 
that many First Nations peoples 
and other minorities were over-
looked. However, a lot of what was 
discussed and decided will 
undoubtedly touch all women as 
we look towards a new millen-
nium. 
What has been laboured over, 
nurtured and developed can 
wither and die if it is not imple-
mented and carried out. What was 
the purpose of Beijing? That is the 
question we must ask. 
Let's take a look at the history of 
UN conferences on women. This 
was the fourth in a series of 
conferences that began in Mexico 
City in 1975. In Mexico, as part of 
beginning the UN Decade for 
Women, there was an action plan 
formulated that set out concrete 
steps to be taken within the first 
five years of the decade. 
In 1980, a conference in Copen-
hagen reviewed and evaluated 
how well the 1975 action plans 
were being implemented. 
The ending the UN's Decade on 
Women was Nairobi as the site of 
the 1985 conference. At this 
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gathering, the Forward-
Looking strategies for the 
Advancement of Women (FLS) 
agreement was adopted. This 
committed governments around 
the world to reaching the FLS' 
objectives by the year 2000. 
The aim of the Beijing conference 
was to assess progress on the FLS 
and evaluate its implementation 
process. As well the conference 
saw the creation of timely meas-
ures to speed up the whole 
process. 
So, with four over 20 years, you 
may think, "Hey! A lot of these 
action plans are in place and are 
working to enhance the status of 
women worldwide." 
Well, that's where you're wrong. 
A big problem with these types of 
gatherings is that all people come 
away with is a nice piece of paper. 
Well that's great, but the most 
state or 
government in this 
century. Women hold 
10.3 % of the seats in the 
world's parliaments. As well, out 
of the 185 highest-ranking diplo-
mats to the UN, only eight are 
women. Hence the slow process of 
women finally becoming equal 
members of society. So, at Beijing 
there were a lot of concerns about 
whether women were moving 
forward. 
The recommendations of Nairobi 
were, on the most part, not ac-
cepted or implemented by the 
majority of governments world-
wide, and the delegates were 
coming back with the same 
unresolved issues. But between 
Mexico City, Copenhagen, Nairobi 
and Beijing, a lot of other events 
and developments came in to play 
that helped set the stage for 
Beijing's successes. For example, 
the Convention on the Elimination 
of all forms of Discrimination 
Against Women (CEDAW) is 
binding under international law. 
All the signatories must take every 
possible step to eliminate any form 
of discrimination against women. 
Every country must report every 
four years to the UN committee. 
Which reports to the UN general 
assembly. So any violations of 
CEDAW could be potentially 
embarrassing and harmful to a 
country in the global community. 
This was one positive step that was 
taken and implemented in Beijing. 
For women worldwide, the 
creation, but more importantly, the 
implementation of measures such 
as these are crucial to their rights, 
which are ultimately human rights. 
During the Beijing conference, 
over 90 governments announced 
concrete commitments. These were 
derived from 12 "critical areas of 
concern": poverty, education and 
training, health, violence, peace, 
economic structures and policies, 
decision making, mechanisms to 
promote advancement of women, 
human rights of women, media, 
environment and the girl child. 
The implementation of the recom-
mendations in each area were to be 
developed by governments at by 
the end of 1995 with the support j and input of women's organiza-
.!! tions. 
iL What difference will Beijing 
make? Only time will tell. With the 
important measuring stick is if that many strides made over the last 15 
piece of paper actually accom- years, it is a hopeful time for 
plishes something. We have to women. In Canada, the federal 
remember that in order for a lot of government has taken a plan called 
these recommendations to be Setting the Stage for the Next 
successful, they have to be spon- Century. The plan sets out eight 
sored by governments. objectives. 
As we look at the political power • Implement gender based· 
of women worldwide, we can still analysis (at the discretion of 
see an inequality in representation. each department or agency) 
Only 24 women have been elected • Improve women's economic 
• 
• 
• 
situation 
Improve women's physical 
and psychological well-being 
Reduce violence in society 
Promote gender equality in all 
aspects of Canada's cultural 
life 
• Incorporate women's perspec-
tives in governance 
• Promote and support global 
gender equality 
• Advance gender equality for 
employees of federal depart-
ments and agencies. 
With each objective comes a set 
of actions. We will see both the 
federal and provincial govern-
ments becoming involved, as more 
responsibilities that were once 
federal are shifted to the provincial 
level. So with these objectives we 
can hope that there will be some 
improvements made for women. 
We can look at all the policies and 
recommendations, but we need to 
ask what is really happening for 
women. We still see barriers for 
women in place that can be 
removed with appropriate govern-
ment intervention. 
In Canada, educational opportu-
nities are being denied to single 
parents (who, one might add, are 
mostly women). The recent 
introduction of the BC Benefits 
program by the BC government 
has created increased dependence 
on the welfare system, as it makes 
it harder for single morns to return 
to school. The recent proposed 
changes to child support is another 
issue. The increased ignorance of 
our government to the need for 
more daycare spaces has not been 
addressed. As well, the municipali-
ties and the school boards are 
becoming increasingly repressive 
of women in their delivery of sex 
education, as well as denying gay 
and lesbian youth with counselling 
at their schools. The above meas-
ures only deny women's right to 
become economically viable, 
informed and independent. 
We seem to be headed in the 
wrong direction. We need women 
to get more involved on a political 
level. We need to elect in more 
women and create more gender-
equal polices. We also need the 
support of men; we need encour-
agement to go out and do it for 
ourselves. Looking toward the 
future of women's rights we can 
only become stronger.One partici-
pant at the conference stated "We 
now have the strongest interna-
tional document on women's 
equality ever! And we must make 
sure that women everywhere 
ensure that their governments live 
up to what we made them promise 
here. Beijing is more than words."~ 
For those who want to check out the 
"Through Women's Eyes" exhibit, it is on 
display till March 9 at the Burnaby Art 
Gallery. A closing reception will be held at 
2pm on March 9. Everyone is invited to 
come out and support this exhibit. 
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t's a sunny Sunday afternoon. A large brown bird with a bright orange-red 
beak lands on a branch above the gazebo in Emma Cheng's backyard. Emma 
keeps glancing at the bird as she tells her story. 
en Emma was bom China was at 
with Japan. The political situation 
unstable. Her parents were very 
dive in the Communist rommunity 
d therefore they were full of 
ggression. 'The argument I often 
eard from my parents was what to do 
d where to go," Emma said, 
wning. Her parents' separation 
ppened when her mother lost her 
"thin Communism and decided to 
ring her children to Taiwan while her 
usband in5!sted on gO"ing to Northern 
· . Emma hasn't seen her father 
then. "I now see my mother as an 
early, fashionable, single mother raising 
two children on her own_ which was 
very unusual at that time 
use the Chinese 
society looked down at the 
"defeated" family and 
avoided socializing with 
us," she revealed. Emma's 
mother had to be responsi-
ble for creating a social life 
for her two children, so she 
often bought movie tickets 
for them. She cultivated a 
Western way of thinking 
early in their childhood. 
Emma grew up with 
translated European 
children's literature and 
found reading the miseiy, 
pain and inhumanity that appeared in 
all Chinese literature intolerable. When 
Emma was only 12, people were 
suggesting to her mother that she 
should ease her burdens by manying 
Emma off. Howev~ she determined 
she wanted Emma to get her educa-
tion. Emma learned a lot of rourage 
from her mother, including the rourage 
to take her three kids to the US to live 
on her own for eight years. 
While in San Francisro, Emma 
started helping women through their 
lives' difficulties. She became so well-
known for this that she now delivers 
speeches for an immigrant organiza-
tion named Success here in Vanrouver. 
"Even while I was in Taiwan, I 
ronstantly had women roming to me, 
seeking solutions for their personal 
lives, asking me to hberate their pain 
caused by their husbands. Therefore it's 
just natural for me to help the wives 
here." 
Emma helps people understand that 
"Without spiritual understanding, 
without a clear mind, and without 
balancing emotions, we can't have a 
healthy life." 
When I ask how she has handled 
being a daughter, mother, and daugh-
ter-in law, she admits that she had a 
very bad relationship with her mother. 
"Although my mother worked hard to 
create a new era as a Chinese feminist 
she was very authoritative and tried to 
rontrol me the same way her mother 
rontrolled her. She wanted me to do 
whatever she did not finish. She was a 
pilot and wanted me to be a pilot too." 
Emma imitated her mother's tone: "If 
there is a dancing floor, you should 
dance; if there is a speech rontest, then 
you should win; if there is a swimming 
ron test, you should win. She read us 
English bedtime stories, showed us 
what new civilization is, then 
srolded and criticized us in an old 
fashion." Emma recognizes that 
elders' lectures are the only way 
they know how to act. 'When I 
became a mother I did the same to 
my kids, but I was forced to change; 
luckily enough, I was challenged by 
my boys' bringing of new energy for 
Western education." 
About her mother-in-law, Emma 
says, "She was far too polite; I rould not 
feel at home." 
We should filter our cultures and 
save the good parts. There is a famous 
Chinese children's book called The 
Twenty- four Stories of the Principle of 
Fililll Piety. It teaches children to be 
devoted to their parents and be 
bereaved sons and daughters. In one of 
the stories, a child loves his parents so 
much that when they run out of food, 
he breaks the ice on a frozen-over lake 
and dives in to catch them a fish. 
Another story tells about a child who 
takes off his clothes to distract the 
mosquitoes who are trying to bite his 
U.v4a'5 \/afcQ. 
-by Emma Cheng-
Women's issues are vast and each 
woman's liberation is unique. They 
vary from family to family, culture 
to culture. Nevertheless, I think 
there is one common thread. 
Women's liberation is an issue of 
learning the relationship- the 
relationship with the self and the 
relationship with others. 
My mother was a female pilot 65 
years ago in China. To my under-
standing, she was a liberated 
woman in her time. As a girl, her 
feet were bound and she was not 
supposed to attend school. How-
ever, she managed to finish univer-
sity, attend air force college, and 
become a female pilot. Furthermore, 
due to political differences, she left 
my father and raised her two young 
kids as a single mother in underde-
veloped Taiwan. 
Nowadays, I see many female 
friends are in prisons of different 
situations, but I also see many have 
liberated themselves. After having 
all the women before us, such as my 
mother, I ronsider we are still in 
transition to liberate ourselves at 
home, at work and in relationships. 
It seems to me that all kinds of 
imprisonment, whether small or big, 
sometimes can be our catalyst for 
our changes. When there is such a 
chance, it is our responsibility to take 
either mental or actual actions. Our 
free wills are something that even 
God will not and cannot take away 
from us. 
When I was young, I was domi-
nated by my mother and also by my 
teacher. They said their domination 
was for my own good. They did it 
without knowing that children need 
space and freedom too. I rebelled to 
a certain degree but in vain, and had 
a miserable childhood. I compro-
mised a lot, because I was sorry for 
my mother's being alone and 
striving so hard for us. 
However, I could not help but 
hate her for a lorig time, until I was 
married and really understood how 
hard it was for her. But, my brother 
neverneededtocompromise 
because he could tactfully get what 
he wanted without directly confront-
ing our mother. When she was mad 
at him, he just hid away till she 
yielded. It is obvious that we need to 
have good attitude to protect 
ourselves. Unfortunately, most of us 
are not smart enough when we are 
young and naive. 
Nowadays, women usually have 
to work because of family income, 
education and the higher cost of 
living, and this new task complicates 
our lifestyle. Men can be threatened 
by women's power. Once I encoun-
tered by my good friend's husband, 
who said he was sorry there are so 
many "iron ladies" in Taiwanese 
society and said he had decided not 
to let their daughter to obtain higher 
degrees. We had a long debate, and 
finally he agreed that higher 
education of women was not at 
fault, but the individuals' intrusive 
attitudes were the problem. If I did 
not have a sincere, patient manner, 
he would still believe that education 
was indeed not so good for women. 
This experience reminded me that 
women who are actually real leaders 
educate today's society. We just need 
to use our good skill wisely. 
Compared to the overall relation 
between men and women twenty 
years ago, except in some old strict 
culture areas, I see there are tremen-
dous changes in relation between 
men and women. Young people live 
together for years without mar-
riages. More men do housework 
willingly. Women now have choices 
on their status - single, married, 
having a boyfriend or none, mo-
nogamous, or raising a child without 
a father. For this reason I see many 
young woman remaining single and 
becoming very lonely, and it worries 
their mothers. Also notice that 
young people are reluctant to 
commit themselves to their relation-
ships and it creates tensions. I 
believe this situation will push us to 
find a better system for our relation-
ships in the future. 
continued following page 
par-
ents. 
Emma 
teach 
forherjob 
as a teacher and 
responds, '1 
understand that they 
Emma 
she would rome 
back home and prepare 
tried to teach children to sacrifice for 
and respect their parents because they 
work so hani for us, but we have to 
identify the inhuman behaviors. This is 
one of the threats in Chinese culture. 
We really need to reconsider the 
ronsequences and sometimes we 
should just forget it. We should 
neutralize the Western culture with 
Eastern or be selective to different 
values of cultures, otherwise we rould 
bE:rome [too extreme]." 
There is no mercy for women who 
marry the eldest son in a traditional 
Chinese family. Emma tells a real story: 
"My mother-in-law would criticize me 
in a [subtle] way. Once she spoke to me: 
Whose and whose daughter-in-law 
would get up early and go to the 
market to buy food. She would rome 
home and make breakfast for the three 
families (including the old parents, 
another two brothers' families and her 
own). Then she would go to school and 
lunch boxes for everyone in 
the family. Then she would change all 
the diapers for her sisters-in-law and 
do all the house work. .. etc' So I asked, 
Who is that capable woman? I would 
like to get to know that woman and tell 
her that she is sacrificing too much.' My 
reply made my mother-in-law 
surprised because she was trying to 
give me a hint that I should do 
something like that." 
Emma was witty when talking with 
her mother-in-law. It is difficult to see 
negotiation or recondliation in Chinese 
families because we normally deny 
how we feel, and saying "sorry" would 
be like loosing authority. Mother-in-
laws always say: '1 treat my daughter-
in-law as my own daughter," and that's 
often a lie. 
Emma's story is an enlightenment 
for many of us.~ 
The Other Press needs a 
distribution coordinator. Candi-
dates must own their own vehicle 
(insured and drivable ... legally), and 
be willing to pick up and drop off 
·papers at ridiculous hours of the 
day and/or night. ·Work involves 
distributing papers on and off 
campus, and making sure that racks 
remained stocked throughout the 
week. For your troubles, $50 an 
issue plus gas. If you are a reliable 
person with a reliable vehicle, we 
want to talk to you. Call 525-3542, 
or stop by room 1020, New West 
Campus. 
The Ot·her PreSS. Join t·he conspiracy. 
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EVERYBODY AGREES 11-IAT EVERYONE is 
equal in theory. However, we are 
perfectly certain that people are 
not all equal in everyday life and at 
ordinary times. We are aware of by 
Vignettes 
the necessity of 
equality between 
men and women, 
but the women are 
Jong not liberated yet. 
ONE DAY MR. L WHO WAS AN old 
bachelor said to me, '1' d like to 
f live in a western style mansion, 0 have an delicious spicy Chjnese dinner and marry an obedient 
N Japanese woman." In Japan once a an girl's age is over 25, she is teased 
and called a "Christmas Cake," 
because when we buy a holiday 
cake after the season is past the 
price is cheap and the cake has lost 
its fresh taste. So the 
I nequal•lty old maid is compared to the day old cake. 
Kim MISS S WAS MY COL-LEAGUE WHEN I worked in Korea as a 
school teacher. She was always 
active and cheerful. At that time 
she was in her late 30s. She was 
really enjoying her single life. One 
day, after work, she asked me to go 
to the coffee shop with her. She 
... Emma continued 
I want to give some advire to 
women who suffer from traditional 
restrictions or from unsuccessful 
manjages, but it iS not easy to give 
advire and I know ma<>t professional 
psychiatrists usually avoid il So before 
any advire, I would like to tell a little bit 
more about my history. When I was 
· little, I collected wise sayings, and 
when I became a young women, I 
decided to pursue wisdom. However, 
without knowing what life was, I fell in 
love and got married. I worked hard 
and had three young boys. In 1974, I 
had my own business as a business 
agent Money started to come. 
However, by 1982, I decided to take my 
boys to San Francisco for better living 
and education, and my husband joined 
us for only two years. Later, he decided 
to stay in Taiwan with his parents. My 
dream of having a complete family was 
and my emotion was disturbed. 
and depressed. Fortu-
looked pale and seemed to have 
some problem. While we had tea 
together I saw her eyes were red 
with tears. At last she confessed to 
me,"I can't believe this. The vice 
principal called me in this after-
noon and asked me why I haven't 
got married yet and my age is 
almost 40. He even asked me if I 
have some serious physical 
problem; I was shocked at that silly 
question. We are living in the 20th 
century for God's sake. Now my 
friend is almost 50 and is still 
enjoying being single. 
MY CANADIAN FRIEND MARY lives 
with her husband and their two 
little kids. 
Recently, she started working at 
the bank part-time. Several days 
ago, she phoned me and com-
plained about her manager, "I can't 
believe that my manager was 
griping about my last name. Do 
you know why? Because I have not 
changed my maiden name since I 
got married. It is my choice. We've 
got to change that old man-
oriented consciousness." Her 
voice fuses with excitement. 
WHEN MY NEIGHBOR LINDA, a writer, 
found her last name was incorrect 
nately, I did not forget my pursuit of 
wisdom. When I reached out, I was 
helped by spiritual healing books, 
workshops and lectures. After a soulful 
Seeking for a solution to my miseiy, I 
do know a few things good for women 
who suffer from traditions and 
unsuccessful marriages. 
If ymt ever come across books like 
Zen, they will tell you to sleep when 
you are tired, and eat when you are 
hungry. This truth is so simple, but I 
found that we usually can not take this 
basic advire until one day we realize 
how true it is. Here is my advice: for 
people who are restricted by traditions 
1) Keep learning by reading psycho-
logical spiritual healing books. 2) Study 
your position in the family and try 
your best not to confront your author-
ity figure. If you do, you will not get 
what you wanl Be quiet and tactful 
and wait for your opporhinity. 3) To 
avoid violenre, remember to keep a 
good manner which is always a 
in her byline, she called the editor 
and demanded he correct it. 
Unfortunately, since the editor 
knew her husband's name, he took 
her last name for granted. Linda is 
a very industrious professor and is 
proud of keeping her maiden 
name. 
ONE OF MY FAVORITE MUSIC cassettes, 
Park Gospel Coilection, has an 
interesting cover story. The artist 
He Kyung Jung-since He Kyung 
got married to an Korean-Ameri-
can, she uses her two last names. 
The women in Korea never change' 
their last names when they get 
married. Only their children follow 
their fathers' last names. It's their 
tradition. So in this way, the 
Koreans seem to respect women's 
rights more than Western societies. 
UN PROMOfES AN International 
Women's Day on March 8. In 
Canada, we've had a Women's 
History Month every October since 
1929. Canadian women were 
appointed to the Upper House of 
parliament at that time. 
THERE IS A SONG about the WOm-
en's liberation: 
"Moving Mountains 
winning strategy. 4) Save money for 
yourself. S)Recognize your wounds 
and find a time and plare to meditate 
regularly. Believe that you are safe and 
will be healed. 6) 1iy and train yourself 
not to waste even one minute on 
understanding your tradition and try 
your best to do Y<?ur duties at home. 8) 
When there is a new conrept from 
other culture, study the differences but 
do not forre it too quickly into your old 
tra.ditions- change things slowly. One 
day you will be strong enough to do 
something for yourself. 
For women who are suffering 
unsuccessful marriages: 1) Please use 
some of the advire above. 2) Accept 
your own respoflSlbility for having this 
marriage. 3) Stop complaining and 
criticizing immediately because it can 
only waste your time and worsen the 
situation. 4) Pamper yourself by eating 
and sleeping well. Take good care of 
your body. 5) Speak less, and try to 
keep the household in older. Chaos 
One woman pushing won't 
make the mountain move, 
Two women pushing won't 
make the mountain move, Let's 
move mountains together." 
The women's liberation move-
ment does not mean women 
imitate men. Women need to 
overcome their persecution com-
plex. As the song suggest, when 
all work together with conscious-
ness our future will be bright. The 
Day of Equality between men and 
women will come. (> 
will only reflect your chaotic inner 
being. 6) Keep looking good for 
yourself and doing exercise. 7) 1iy to 
learn a lesson from this marriage, 
usually it means that you need to 
more spiritually. 8) Continue your 
spiritual learning and watch your 
growth within. 9) 
sources, if needed. 
For all women, we need to know 
that we have love and feelings way 
much for others. We need to learn to 
love ourselves first and strengthen 
self-worth, and we must not change 
others before we change ourselves 
This earth is a school of learning, 
when we are gentle with ourselves, 
should we not be able to live in 
harmony with others. The true 
liberation is a spiritual path from 
human consciousness to divine 
consciousness. Love and take care of 
yourself first, but be sensitive to 
others! tj>' 
initiative. 
Interested? Call 
525-3542, email 
ads@bp.douglas.bc.ca 
or drop by room 
1020 New West 
campus and ask 
_Why work for peanuts 
when you can sell them? 
Starting your own business is one way to guarantee yourself a job this summer. 
If you're a full-time student returning to school this fall and legally entitled to work in Canada, the Student Business Loans 
Program, part of the government of Canada's Student Summer job Action program, is offering loans of up to $3,000 
to help you start a business. for John Morash. 
Details are available at any branch of the Business Development Bank of Canada, Human Resource Centres of Canada, 
Human Resource Centres of Canada for Students, any branch of the Royal Bank of Canada or the National Bank of Canada. 
just come to us with your idea, and we'll see what we can do about putting you to work for someone you really like. You. 
••• 
Human Resources 
Development C.nact. 
D'vel~ment des 
ressourcn humainn C.nadll 
Call toll-free: 1 8881NFO BDC (463-6232). 
~ b~ BusirleSSDt'Yelopment Bank of Canada 
--".. ~ Banque de developpem~t du Canada .. NATIONAL BANQUE BANK NATIONALE !fj ROYAL BANK !S!I BANOUE ROYALE 
Canada 
\No1nen A woman's voice 
'~~~:-.~~-·- -:···~· ') D /:1. , . ~,.y~·-·/..,:.:.Y•V ..... ',V«»>»"~3::$;~~Mc~ ,,,._ ..:~··:-"..:V:''•''•'•' .... '' «W .;."'''·~ 
·• .. -..~, 01,' r. ·) . ~---,_.,...,.,.,r y···f ., ... >,;-· ~./]:> )' As writers,"w~~9Je.askcll tb·fiij,aout''Vo~~) 
/; :",_(' ·1..... ,, .. J~:>-"'*' ~~)t" __ , """";:~<:7,;'"«- .. -;-~'~ ;,'' ";;;:\J--' /'/• '·. ""·>,.,"L~-:>L::;:, ... ,,?w-/·;+~· y7~'·b6~canwe,asw9m:e)r[i:itl{,so " .. ?;:;"' 
'· " \ ... ,,; ?.<;:-~ ..... 0 ,N Don't tell ·ri,j~ se~ rite,  tease me of~ to please ~e with youriq:rms of physi~at .i ;.:;1 ' . r -.:. yvhen with each aft:e~t~ ,, ,.;/:L. < 
A-~OTHER'S PLEA beauty or With your creaseless skm and pouty hps--bee stung, they're called-[, .. :...;/ Our words are quashed before they are uttered. 
'<:...""" .• J ' 7 how attractive is a bee sti11g especially on the lips. Don't flaunt your walk your 
DeaiGOd, pr~~ my sanity hair your flair your all too thin legs pivoting on too high backbreakers. Break your 
and restore tpe chYd tQ !,l'e· back (or lie on it) for gross amounts of money as you moan about the hours the 
When we do use our voice-to speak the ~th, j 
people choose to ignore and turn the ot?er\V~Y(~. 
Plea.,se give ~e·~ty travel the heat the work! In those places where your salary is higher than the 
to~i:ope/"'}th t!ti~r\h reality. GNP and where people can't even dream about youthfulness ... the rest of 
· ··· ''-... .c-·1·· ? society kowtows to you. You insist on focusing on the brain behind the body 
I feel such pent up a.ng~'\ honey we don't want to know about that it holds no glamour no glory, but your 
The light is dim and fading fast. 5'10" lOSlbs junk food and other goodies existence your (insured) body we all 
This pain will always linger, want that. Don't toss your styled for 2 hours casual tresses this way, sharing a 
even when the worst has past. morsel of your short-lived "beauty" as you flash your whiter-than pearly whites 
Oose ones, those who would be my 
friend ...... 
in my grief are pushed aside. 
Help me break this !?Jl~ly trend, 
and together thougt!.. M~torm, 
ab{ae: . y ,.~_., ) ,, 
,, ' . r::- (. #' 
...• j 
The clouds . e h~Vy. tfle sky is grey. 
The rain ha~;~oQ}i.~th all its fury. 
Please ])ol<;l~e no~, til wake of day 
_.x.~'»:-.~""-~.;.;w ¥ -'"'' . ~9-:~~e become just words for a · 
story . ....... "' '.,. , ~ .... ,., ) . .., \ f ....... ~ ,,, 
bY~· lv{t(Robertson 
and bat your naturally false eyel~shes at reality. Mirror mirror on the wall how 
much makeup can I haul and do I stall this body's needs so I can achieve those 
fantasies? For the fairest of us all is the tallest the latest the youngest is now 
the greatest in the fickle memories of the world and the harsh lens of the 
camera. Don't hide what's there when the crap is peeled away and you can 
honestly say you don't need to prop up your self-esteem through a glossy 
magazine. 
by Jess Johal 
When we do find our inner strength , /' i _,/':i {.dH·'""-../ 
and begin to express our needs and desir~,::···.,. 
how quickly there are those who choose to-s¢om~ · > ..... 
To succumb to silence is to die! 
There are those who judge blindly-
rather than listen quietly. 
They cast accusations quickly, 
while spitting venom at our feeet. 
[,v·:.·.~~~N;_, 
The women sees-but she does not speak 
for fear of intimidation-and for fear of sccnn, .. ·\ 
. . ~ : ~····~ 
and In doing so, ·<.. . ·:,.;.,. .. :>/ 
She loses the very essence of her being. '·'· ·.:;7\ 
A w~man learns that she must play thejan:re:\~:_,'\'; 
m order for her to learn and to grow., ')<;" 1 
~ ... :~-· '··... ~~ 
.. A§,. people-we must learn to trust and respect one anotl\/r, 
· . ., ·· ... ·.. . of sex, race, or religious ,preferenc~. j 
·. . . / ·······v' .....•. _. .. :::>· 
. are equal when ~e-u.se 9Ur'-;01~7 
;"~:::~~' 
Student Rush Ni ~ts! 
NOTICE TO ALL STUDENTS 
Elections to the 
College Board and 
Education Council 
Elections to the College Board and Education Council will 
be taking place at the end of March. This notice is to 
advise all students regarding the Nomination Process. 
There are two positions for the College Board and four 
positions for the Education Council. The term of office is 
ONE year commencing September 1, 1997 and ending 
August 31, 1998. 
Nominations for all positions must be RECEIVED by the 
Regist~ar at the New Westminster campus no later than 
4:00pm MARCH 6, 1997. Nomination Forms are available 
at the Registrar's Office and at ~he Student Society at all 
campuses. 
Elections are being conducted for the College Board to 
fill ONE seat for female students and ONE seat for male 
students. 
Elections are being conducted for the Education Council 
to fill ONE seat for students attending the Thomas Haney 
Centre, ONE seat for students attending the David Lam 
Campus, and TWO seats for students attending the 
New Westminster campus. 
For more information please contact the Registrar, 
Trish Angus, at 527-5358. 
Douglas College 
... Exclusive savings of 50% ott for ancouver 
Canucks & Grizzlies games 
BRING IT ON. 
Vancouver Canucks 
vs. Washington 
Capitals 
Tuesday, February 11th 
7:00pm 
Come on in. 
Ai::) Vancouver Grizzlies 
'IV~CKS vs. Dattas Mavericks 
Mon .• Feb. 17th • 7:00 pm 
~ Vancouver Grizzlies 
'BI vs. Cleveland Cavaliers 
CAYS Sun., feb. 23rd • 12:00 noon 
Vancouver Grizzlies 
uMiiS vs. los Angeles Clippers 
Wed., Feb. 26th • 7:00 pm 
Present your valid student photo identification - anytime up to an hour and a 
half (90 minutes) prior to gametime - at any TicketMaster outlet or at the Orca 
Bay Box Office at General Motors Place (Gate 10). 
Discount applies to prices ranging from $18.25-$53.00 for the Grizzlies, and $40.25 & $47.75 only 
for the Canucks. Limit of four tickets per student per game while quantities last. Prices include GST 
but are subject to applicable service charges. Offer only good for games listed on this flyer. Offer can-
not be combined with any other promotion. 
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They're mad as hell, and they're not gonna take it anymore. 
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Disorder in the court 
Dysfunctional drama at Douglas 
by Pretzel Levesgue 
C ourtroom drama sets the stage as the Theatre and Stagecraft departments at Douglas College present Reginald Rose's captivating Twelve Angry Women, directed by Allan Lysell. This 
gripping adaptation of Twelve Angry Men, restyled for the present day 
and an all female cast, is sure to leave a lasting impression of the high 
calibre work done here at the school. 
Twelve Angry Women is a play about twelve jurors who have to decide 
the fate of a nineteen year old boy accused of killing his father. The jury 
is filled with every social dysfunction known to society and the play 
records these people's growth during the experience. At the rehearsal I 
saw recently, I realized just how dysfunctional the jury was, but Lysell, 
loving the mayhem, says "It's almost as 'ugly' as I want it." 
The show runs from March 7 to 15 (no show Monday), with evening 
performances starting at 8 pm. In addition, matinee performances will be 
held at 2 pm on Wednesday, March 12 and Saturday, March 15. Audience 
talkback performances, featuring two-for-one general admission, will be 
held Tuesday, March 11, and Wednesday, March 12. All performances 
take place in the Studio Theatre at Douglas College. Tickets are $10 
general, $5 students and seniors. For tickets or more information call the 
box office at 527-5488. ~ 
B~cltsftteet B()ys 
B~ckstre~t B()ys 
BMG 
Gerrnany}oy~s them. Paris 
adores thaii:Vancouverites 
probably couldl\;t be bothered 
too much abOut them. They are 
the BackstreetBoys, or do we 
dare call them New Kids for the 
'90s. 
Why do some people staple 
the CD to the wall or offer it to 
the .fire gotW?Well I took a look 
at this CD·~ this group really 
does remme' pl~ of New Kids on 
the Bloclv aJ;!.$1 everyone should 
krtow about New Kids so l 
won'tdesmbe them for our 
sakes. IT you want to hear them 
again, try tp,e song called ''Boys 
will be Boys/ Definate New 
Kids style. 
A positive al>out this CD is 
that it's a good Valentin~'s Day 
CD, lt has songs like 'l Wanna 
B¢ WithYout and 'Da:rlin!which 
are $elf-explenatory, Even 'Quit 
Playing Gam&sJwith my heartY 
could be a classic love song. You 
knoW~ all ~ of mushy, 
Vale,ntil)elo'iie music. 
't'Mre.is a variety of dance 
songs on.ffiis, inclttding the 
one everyone has heard by 
now. 'G~ Down (You're the 
Onefor)de)! Songs you 
might not hear for a while;: 
'RQUwjthit~ and 'Boys wjll \1e 
Boys/ f<>ll<>w 1M style<>£New 
l<ids .•. qh sorry. Bacl<street 
Boys· .·.·:~. l'l't~~: ·:;:; ·' 
l can'tln.mytlghtmind 
choose 'Get Do'Wn (You're the 
One iQrMe)' as a good song. 
Maybe.bet:ause I am sick and 
tired ofitbynow. 'Roll with 
It' seem.S the best fast song on 
this CD, with 'I'll never break 
your Heart' for the slow down 
catergory.And as l said 
be!(lte( i£you want to hear 
New Kids, t.ben tl'\is CD is 
yours.;~i 
·x_ 
:h'f Max Phoeni~ .. 
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Questioning 
breast. imp·lants 
New book takes new look ·at biases 
surrounding silicon 
It could be a tragic story. Doctors 
slice open the breasts of women 
who want something more and 
stuff in bags of jelly. But instead of 
giving these women happiness, the 
silicone jelly insidiously poisons 
them. It's dramatic. But is it true? 
The breast implant drama, sensa-
tionalized by the media until it was 
distorted and highly biased, 
deserves to be carefully consid-
ered. The temptation to jump to 
conclusions needs to be sup-
pressed. 
Dr. Marcia Angell writes a biased 
yet highly informative book. She 
explores in depth the recent 
controversy surrounding the FDA 
ban on breast implants and the 
resulting large-scale legal, medical 
and journalistic ramifications. As 
well as being informing on the 
basic issues, such as how the 
government regulates our freedom 
of choice and what role social 
pressures play in women's deci-
sions to augment their breasts, 
Angell reviews the details of how 
some very powerful people and 
companies fool us with "scientific" 
evidence and emotional testimo-
nies. In addition, she defines the 
separate ways in which legal and 
scientific conflicts are resolved. 
Although dry at times, this book is 
highly informative for both men 
and women. 
However, the author, a doctor, 
cannot see the breast imp!ant issue 
from other than a medical stand-
point. Unless there is definite 
scientific evidence, she doesn't 
believe that breast implants cause 
cancer. 
She describes the consequences 
of our dependence on technology. 
For example, silicone, along with 
many other chemicals we call 
dangerous, plays an integral role in 
our day-to-day existence. Most of 
us have silicone floating around in 
our bodies, because we were 
immunized with silicone-lined 
hypodermic needles as children. 
We've also breathed in asbestos in 
schools before they were cleaned 
out in 1989. Technology has had a 
complex impact on our bodies. 
Furthermore, our reactions to 
medical problems are not clean-
cut. We eat peanut butter even 
though it has been proven to cause 
liver cancer, and yet we react with 
such anger and disgust to the claim 
that breast implants cause disease, 
although this has never been 
Forty-nine and up! 
scientifically proven. Although 
some of the points which Angell 
raises are valid, her presentation 
them tends to be clouded by her 
lack of objectivity. 
In addition, her explanations 
long-winded and leave the 
either bored or confused. She 
sometimes veers off-topic-I'm 
sure what her views on alien 
abduction have to do with 
implants??? 
However, the bulk of her 
information is relevant and as 
correct as you will be able to 
Anyone who wants a new 
tive on this huge argument 
(whether breast implants cause 
disease) should pick it up. It 
insight into the possible effects 
desiring a new body image for 
wrong reasons . .p 
by Julia 
Or, how many bands can you preview in 15 column inches. 
by Jason Kurylo 
L ast week, I waxed on about a coupla yanks. So, it's only fitting my prattle focus on 
some Vancouver talent this week. 
Nothing like the hometown kids to 
make a reviewer proud. <wipes 
tear from eye> 
First of all, congrats go out to 
Sarah McLachlan and her drum-
mer Ash win Sood, who tied the 
knot in February. It was a small 
and spontaneous affair, a surprise 
to all (including the happy cou-
ple!); thankfully their ceremony 
wasn't ruined by a gawking public. 
Rumours are the marriage has not 
slowed the progress of Ms. 
McLachlan's new album, sched-
uled for release this summer. 
If you picked up a Vancouver 
entertainment rag any time in the 
first half of 1996, you've probably 
heard of Mollies Revenge. Front 
girl Yvette has had the word 
"charisma" attached to her name 
more often than has Jack 
Nicholson. And, lucky for us, she 
can sing her leather-dad ass off, 
too. Add the wicked rhythm 
section and a crazed, loyal fan 
base, and you've got a great show 
every time. 
March 5 (that's a Wednesday, 
folks) sees Mollie's latest cd release 
at the Rage. I'll be there; I recom-
mend you get there, too. 
I know she's a yank, but I've 
always felt close to Alaska, so I can 
with a clear conscience mention 
the Jewel show coming up on 
March 29 at the Massey Theatre in 
New Westminster. Sure, she puts 
out radio-friendly 
pop, but it's surpris-
ingly listenable. 
Besides, her live 
shows are said to be 
quite good, and damn 
she's cute. <blush> 
Here are two 
Vancouver indie 
releases to look for: 
First, Velour3. Ve-
lour3 has had a lot of 
success with its debut 
disc. It's been a fixture 
on the indie charts 
since its release 
several months ago, 
chock full of moody, 
britlike pop and great 
production. If any-
thing's weak, it'd have 
to be the messy vox, 
but it's still a hit for 
three of the nicest 
guys to ever make a 
play in the music 
industry. 
Speaking of nice 
guys, Ron Roach lost 
the right to his old band name, 
Roach Motel, so he's shortened it 
to just Roach. Well, the first (and 
self-titled) cd is out, following the 
quirky steps of The Nightmare 
Sessions cassette Motel released 
two years ago. A big round of 
applause for Ron and the boys, 
who've had some trouble finding 
their niche in this three-venue 
town. Look for the disc with the 
Cheez Whiz and the bug on the 
cover .... 
Last but not least, check out Our 
Lady Peace at the Whistler Confer-
ence Centre on March 15. If 
heard any of their stuff, you 
they just plain kick ass. Live, 
they're what the Hip would 
been if they were in their 
in the nineties. The best hard 
export Canada's had to offer in 
years, OLP just released their 
second album, Clumsy. 
Next week: eight ways to 
U2Mania! (Authorities are 
ing with the public: if you 
have to be in a record store 
4, just don't go.)~ 
Sports 
Courage against evil 
Sexual abuse in hockey must be stopped 
by John Morash 
I magine a 14-year-old boy away from home for the first time, with his parents' bless-
ings, pursing his dream of becom-
ing an NHL star. The future looks 
bright; the boy has talent and 
believes nothing-t:an stop him. 
Now imagine that same boy 
sexually assaulted over 300 times, 
by his adult hockey coach. That is 
exactly what happened. to 
Sheldon Kennedy. Sheldon is not 
alone in his nightmare; many 
young men have been sexually 
assaulted in the great Canadian 
sport of hockey, and it hasn't been · 
their fault. On behalf of our young 
and defenseless children, the 
hockey community must publicly 
rout out sexual abusers. 
Recently, Boston Bruins winger 
Sheldon Kennedy has charged his 
former junior hockey coach 
Graham James with over 300 
counts of sexual abuse. James has 
since been convicted, and sen-
tenced to three and a half years in 
prison. Since Kennedy went 
public with his case, sexual abuse 
crisis agencies across Canada have 
been flooded with calls, and most 
of the calls are from men. The 
Junior Hockey League (JHL) has 
said that it wishes to get all sexual 
abuse cases out in the open. 
Subsequently, more coaches have 
been charged. And now even 
some top league officials have 
I how safe are our children in the hands of strangers? 
been implicated for having prior 
knowledge of sexual abuse in the 
league. At the expense of many 
young men these officials chose 
not to investigate. This begs the 
question: how safe are our 
children in the hands of strangers? 
Susan Butt, a sports psycholo-
gist, explains that the offenders 
are usually in a position of power 
over the athletes, and the victims 
are ashamed and scared to come 
forward. Younger kids are more 
vulnerable to the advances of 
authority figures. Susan says 
"Maybe people will finally face 
up to the fact that this stuff 
happens in sport." It is time for 
hockey to acknowledge this, and 
implement some effective ways to 
report sexual abusers. In addition, 
when hiring coaches and staff, the 
JHL and parents alike must now 
take a cautious and defensive 
approach, on behalf of the 
young men in hockey. 
Brian Shaw is another sexual 
abuser of boys who was un-
veiled as a result of the James 
conviction. Former owner of the 
Portland Winter Hawks, Shaw 
propositioned and seduced boys 
with promises to help their 
hockey careers. Shaw would take 
the boys on trips to Las Vegas as a 
friend and then sexually force 
himself on them. Shaw died of 
AIDS-related cancer in 1993. 
Although he was never charged, 
two league executives reported to 
former commissioner Ed 
Chynoweth that they were 
The deadly women's art 
by Holly Keyes 
N ot sure if you need a self-defense course? Think about other life-skills you 
have, like First Aid, that might 
come in handy some day. Then 
compare them to your ability .to get 
out of a potentially dangerous 
situation right away. There is no 
such thing as a "good" 
neighborhood or a 
"safe" profession. 
Anyone breathing can 
take and use a self-
defense course like 
Wenlido, no matter what 
age or ability. Some 
groups are more vulner-
able, such as the elderly, 
but no one group is 
immune to verbal, 
physical or sexual 
assault. 
Wenlido is a self-
defense course taught by 
women, for women and 
their children, and is 
available at Douglas 
College. The basic 
course is 12 hours over 6 
weeks and it teaches the 
five Ks of self-defense: 
awareness, avoidance, 
assertiveness, assess-
ment, action and how to 
deal with assaults 
through a combination 
of theory and practice. 
Wenlido combines 
Eastern philosophies of 
martial arts and Western 
concepts of self-defense with a 
range of strategies so you'll be 
prepared to protect yourself-and, 
if possible, avoid potentially 
dangerous situations. 
The program is effective with 
very little training, unlike martial 
which can take years to master. 
will help make you aware 
your options when faced with 
an attack and it will arm you with 
the skills to survive. You are taught 
to be aware of your situation and 
how to get out of an uncomfortable 
environment before an attack can 
occur. 
The decision to use physical 
resistance is a personal one but 
statistics show that more than 50% 
of Canadian women will experi-
ence at least one act of violence. 
Douglas College's Safer Campus 
Committee is sponsoring Wenlido 
at both New West and David Lam 
campuses. The course will be 
offered during all three semesters, 
at all three campuses, sometime 
during the year. 
Women Educating in Self-
defense Training (WEST) is the not-
for-profit group doing the training. 
They offer courses in many areas of 
BC and Alberta, in colleges, 
universities and community 
centres. Further training, in an 
advanced course, is offered at the 
Trout Lake Community Centre in 
East Vancouver. And if demand is 
high enough the advanced course 
may be offered at Douglas as well. 
The classes usually start in the 
second month of each semester at 
varying times and 
locations so it is 
available to more 
students. 
At Douglas 
College the Wenlido 
classes are only for 
women but WEST 
will gladly teach any 
group that organizes 
at least ten people 
and a location for 
the class. 
There is a fee of 
about $20 for the 
campus-based six 
week course, but 
financial assistance 
is available to 
anyone who needs 
it. WEST will do two 
hour workshops for 
free if you contact 
them and set up a 
time and place. ~ 
To find out more 
about WEST or 
Wenlido at Douglas College 
call WEST at 876-6390, the 
Women's Centre at New West 
(527-5148) or David Lam (527-
5884), or contact Jennifer 
Kirkey at 527-5236, or attend 
the one hour introductory 
course on International Wom-
en's Day. 
concerned with Shaw's interac-
tions with the boys. Chynoweth 
maintained that he could not act 
without proof. He did not investi-
gate the matter, thus leaving the 
predator Shaw to continue 
molesting adolescent hockey 
players. 
More recently, Maple Leaf 
Gardens equipment manager 
Gordon Stuckless was arrested for 
molesting two young boys at the 
Gardens from 1970 to 1980. Maple 
Leaf Gardens settled the case out 
of court for $60 000. 
It is not the fault of these young 
boys that they were abused. It is 
the sick individuals that per-
formed these sex crimes who 
should suffer. If the true criminals 
are to be held accountable, they 
must be reported to the police and 
charged publicly. This is clearly 
the only way to protect our 
children from these monsters. 
Sheldon Kennedy's courage to 
speak out has opened our eyes . 
and now we have to do something 
about sexual abuse in hockey. 
Charge the sons-of-bitches. ~ 
Profile: Nicole Devooght 
Age: 21 
Program: General Studies 
Why did you want to play floor hockey? 
For the fun and the exercise. 
What are you going to do in the future with your 
studies? 
I want to become an elementary school teacher. 
What is your favourite type of athletic drink? 
Milk with Kaluha 
What is your favorite colour of smartie? Blue, 
because it is the newest one. 
Paper Route, college style 
The Other Press needs a distribution 
coordinator. 
Must have access to a car. 
Must be reliable. 
Must care about success of paper. 
Weekly stipend and gas. 
Interested? Con1e to roon1 1020, New West. 
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Sports 
Grizzlies, Royals all come up shy 
by Miguel Strother 
NBA: On a night that saw Shareef 
Abdur-Rahim achieve the 
inevitable by breaking the 
old franchise scoring mark 
of 1043, set by Blue 
Edwards in 95--96, in just 
more than a half a season 
(59 games), the Grizzlies 
again played hard but· 
again came up short versus 
' the Los Angeles Clippers. 
No doubt the team has 
shown major improve-
ments, cutting their margin 
of defeat to less than 7 
points per game, but the 
cubs keep coming up just 
shy. Anthony Peeler had a 
chance to tie the scrappy 
struggle at 83 but the shot 
never saw the rim. Final 
score Oippers 83, Grizzlies 
championships against their arch-
rivals at the University College of 
the Fraser Valley. Douglas fought 
hard but was unable to avenge last 
year's defeat and take a·shot at the 
National Championships. 
BCCAA Men: After a tough season 
last year and low expectations from 
cynics this year the OC men's team 
showed some heart in the provin-
cial championships, winning their 
quarter final match over Trinity 
Western 61-71. 
First year coach David Munroe 
seemed satisfied at the teams effort 
and proud of a team that struggled 
to find a consistent game all year 
long. The win gave the team the 
right to play against the home team 
Malaspina College in a semi-final 
match on Friday night. 
Eric Milner Photo 80. 
Standouts included Alex "Z" 
Zabouri who hit 8 of 14 from the 
field for 18 points and Blair Chan-
Kent who came off the bench to 
BCCAA Women: The score 7, including a key 16 footer at 
Douglas College Women's team lost a crucial point in the game. 
a semi-final match in the provincial OC was down by 4 at the half 
Kill, Kill, Kill: 
Men's volleyball flies through the Provincials 
by Dave Dalcanale 
On Friday, February 21, the men's 
volleyball team travelled to 
beautiful Nanaimo to participate in 
the 1997 BCCAA Provincials. 
Douglas entered the two day 
tournament ranked number one in 
BC with a 9- 1 regular season 
record, hoping to repeat as provin-
cial champions. 
Douglas' stellar league record 
allowed them a first round by 
Friday night. The Royals faced a 
determined Camosun team in 
Saturday morning's semi-final. 
11-0 lead in the third game. From 
that point on Ken Kleindienst 
continued to pass brilliantly, 
Darren Ettles and Ken Kilpatrick 
remained unstoppable at offside 
and middle respectively, as 
Douglas rolled to the provincial 
championship for the second year 
in a row, winning the final two 
games 15--5 and 15--6 for a 3-1 
match victory. 
Douglas players Alan Goodall 
and Ken Kliendienst were selected 
to the tournament All-star team, 
while Darren Ettles was chosen as 
tournament MVP. 
way for Douglas was "Player of 
the Match" Vesna Rukavina with 
11 kills and 6 blocks, while Stacy 
Dupuis added 9 kills, 6 blocks. 
Other notables were Coralie 
Hiemstra (6 kills, 3 blocks), and 
Becki Kosinski (7 kills). With this 
victory Douglas would now face 
host Malaspina in the finals at 
6 pm, with the victor representing 
BC at the CCAA National Champi-
onships in Montreal in two weeks. 
In the final the Royals came out 
slow, they seemed very tentative 
and nervous. The Mariners took an 
insurmountable 14-3lead. The 
Royals chipped away at the lead, 
but eventually took the loss 15--10. 
With momentum on the Royal's 
side heading into the second game, 
Douglas could not take advantage. 
The largest lead the Royals had 
was one point at 7-6. The Mariners 
due to the strong 
offensive rebounding 
of TWU but made an 
impressive run in the 
third quarter to go up 
48-40, a lead they 
would never relin-
quish. 
With 2:23 remain-
ing Andrew Willms of 
TWU cut the deficit to 
1, but Royals forward 
John Fast answered 
the Spartans charge 
with a timely deuce 
and foul shot, upping 
the OC lead to 4 
points with only 1:06 
to play. 
The Royals iced 
the win at the charity 
strike giving Munroe 
his first play-off win 
as head coach. 
Unfortunately for the OC squad 
the Malaspina team had lost only 
one league game at home since 
1992. Tremendous home court 
took over from that point, as 
Douglas succumbed to numerous 
unforced errors-taking the game 
by 15--7. The third game was never 
in doubt as the Mariners jumped to 
a 10-4lead and cruised from that 
point to the third game victory by 
a 15--8 score. Leading the way for 
the Royals, once again, was Vesna 
Rukavina with 11 kills and 13 
blocks. Coralie Hiemstra added 7 
kills. "Player of the Match" 
Stephanie Perko set and varied a 
well distributed offense. 
Douglas also had two members 
selected to the Tournament All-star 
squad-Stephanie Perko and Stacy 
Dupuis reeeived those honors. The 
All-Conference awards were also 
announced at the tournament with 
Vesna Rukavina and Stephanie 
Perko being selected to the first 
team, and Becki Kosinski selected 
Eric Milner Photo 
support propelled the Mariners to a 
win and a berth in the Champion-
ship final while the Royals were 
bumped to the bronze medal match 
versus Cariboo. The results of the 
match were unavailable at press 
time. (> 
to the second. 
Douglas looks forward to next 
season with at least 5 members of 
this season's squad committed to 
returning and improving on this 
season's results. 
In Badminton news, there was a 
provincial tournament February 
22-23. The final league results put 
Douglas in second after a fourth 
place finish in the league. 
Douglas will be sending three 
members on the squad to the 1997 
CCAA National Championships 
hosted by Fanshawe College in 
London, Ontario from March 5--8, 
1997. Those who will be competing 
for a National title will be Jennifer 
Wong (women's singles), Thinh 
Nguyen and Julia Chen (mixed 
doubles). (> 
Douglas prepared for this match 
for two weeks and wanted to send 
the Chargers packing in three 
quick games, and they did just 
that. Douglas bombarded 
Camosun with an unpredictable 
and blistering offensive attack, 
often leaving their opponents 
shaking their heads in disbelief. 
Darren Ettles was named player of 
the game for his efforts, which 
include 15 kills in the 3 game 
romp. The final scores were 15--6, 
15--7, 15--3. 
Also announced during the 
event were this season's All-
Conference squads. Douglas 
players Darren Ettles and Ken 
Kliendienst were chosen to the first 
All-Conference squad, while Cam 
Secret and Ken Kilpatrick received 
second All-Conference team 
awards. For the second straight 
season coach Brian Newman was 
chosen as BCCAA coach of the 
year. 
Classifieds 
Thus, the stage was set: Douglas 
would face Okanagan University 
College in the final, as OUC 
surprised the Trinity Western 
Spartans in the other semi-final. 
Douglas started horribly and 
dropped the first six points. 
However, the Royals regrouped 
and began to plug away at the lead 
and soon found themselves in the 
lead. A seesaw battle ensued, 
culminating in a 13-12 Douglas 
lead late in the game. The Royals 
then demonstrated their superior 
focus and determination by pulling 
out the final two points and 
capturing the first game 15--13. 
Douglas seemed to let up in the 
second game, and allowed OUC to 
build a commanding lead from 
which they could not return and 
wound up losing 15--8. 
Realizing OUC was not going to 
roll over and die, Douglas man-
aged to regain their intensity and 
desire to play like the champions 
they are by jumping out with an 
Now the Royals are off to the 
nationals in Montreal, Quebec ACCOMMODATIONS 
Roommate wanted for house near from March 6-9. The team hopes to 
improve on their fourth place 22nd St. Sky Train. Must be under 
finish at last season's champion- 30, alive, able to pay bills, 
ships in Nova Scotia. considerate, animal friendly, have 
a fresh change of CO's, and 
The Douglas College Women's female. 524-1454 
volleyball team also travelled to 
Nanaimo on Friday to compete in 2Q-year-old studious male looking 
the provincials. The squad took to for roommate for March 1st in 
the road early on Friday, even spacious, semi fumished, top floor, 
though they had a first round bi in two-bedroom apartment across 
the evening. The team had a one from Royal Columbian Hospital-
hour practice session that after- 10 minute bus ride to school. $360/ 
noon and they spent the rest of the month + hydro, laundry available. 
day relaxing and watching the Call Andrew at 517-8860 
semi-finals to see who their VOLUNTEER PUBLIC SERVICE 
opponent would be early Saturday Burnaby Volunteer Centre has 
morning. volunteer opportunities in the 
In the semi-finals, Douglas faced following areas: assist & supervise 
the TWU Spartans whom they had children's skating group, ceramics, 
just beaten 3-0 in league play two out-trips with children ages 6-12, 
weeks earlier. Nothing changed helping with seniors, assisting in 
this time around as Douglas took pre-school children, adult ESL. For 
an early lead and had control of more information call 294-5533 
the match the entire time, even Vancouver Rape Rellef & 
though it lasted about 90 minutes. Women's Shelter needs volunteers 
Douglas defeated the Spartans by a who are interested in volunteering 
3-0 (15--6, 15--11, 15--7). Leading the ~'··'=···""""'== 
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for their 24 Hour Crisis Line and 
Transition House. For more 
information call872-8212. 
COURSES 
The People's Law School is now 
offering courses in Legal Help. Wed 
March 5 Buying your first home, Thurs 
March 6 Probating & Settling an estate, 
Tues March 11 Federal benefits for 
seniors. For more information call 
Jeane Cook 331-5412. 
Douglas is offering workshops for 
women attending or interested in 
attending the college. Wed March 12 
noon - 2 pm Stress Management, 
Fri March 14 2 pm - 4 pm 
Assertiveness Communication, Wed 
March 26 noon - 2 pm Relaxation 
Techniques. Call 527-5148 to 
register. 
FOR SALE 
Poison, Native Tongue CD, inquire 
at Other Press 
Computers custom built to your 
specifications with brand name, high 
quality components and software. 
Call Psycom at 951-3008 
MISC 
Douglas College invites students 
to participate in a s~ries of 
International Women's Day 
celebrations. Thursday, March 6 
at David Lam, Thomas Haney 
Thursday March 6, and New 
Westminster Friday March 7. 
Events will include all-day art 
shows, reports on anti-stalking 
laws, Wenlido, women's history. 
PERSONAL 
Dedication to my Friend/2nd 
Mother. For International Womyn's 
Day I dedicate this little space to 
Monique Pasquale who died two 
years nine months ago. Especially 
since she missed participating in 
the Beijing's womyn's NGO 
Conference. She is/was a 
compassionate, kind, generous, 
gentle, brilliant, loving & powerful 
soul. I will miss her greatly. You 
will always be well thought of. 
Luv, Gweny 
